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Band: Ritualization (F) 

Genre: Blackened Death Metal 

Label: Iron Bonehead Productions 

Albumtitle: Sacraments To The Sons Of The Abyss 

Duration: 44:00 

Releasedate: 02.02.2017 

 

The French beat around one's head with their first full-length album after 10 years of existence. Previously, there 

were two demos, one split LP with "Temple Of Baal" and one EP.  

 

Ritualization throw down a ruthless chunk of hate that is actually only rough. Here it is threshed without excluding a 

spark of originality. Extremely fast riffs like "always has been there and everybody use them" and blast beats 

alternate with highspeed and (seldom) slowly parts. However, the shouter rattles his guts out in the foreground.  

 

So far, so boring. When it comes heavy to a point and it will be mangy then it is good, but when it is too petty then 

rather not. For sure, the guys know their stuff as well, but one should boast more individuality especially in this 

genre rather than throw out the nth copy of the nth copy.  

 

It will find one who will love that stuff, I am sure. Well, there are also people who love it to stand beside railway 

tracks and listen to the monotonous sound of freight trains.  

 

Conclusion:  

Rough, heavy and mangy: yes, but vicitmized at the expense of individuality.  

 

Rating: 5/10 

 

Weblink: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Ritualization/145905645471417 

 

Line-Up: 

 

Warchangel - Vocals 

Da’ath - Guitars 

Infamist - Guitars 

Blastum - Drums 

Krig - Bass 
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Tracklist:  

 

01. Conjuration Of The Howling Depths (Intro) 

02. Last Rites To The Damned 

03. Genesis To Your Curse 

04. Herald Of Betrayal 

05. The Graveyard Coven 

06. Beneath The Sepulchre 

07. Revealed In Terror 

08. Morbid Magick Stigmata 

09. Heretics 

10. Ashes Pouring From The Chalice (Outro) 

 

Author: Steiff / Translator: Dine 


